Sustainability Report: Sustainability - Higher Education’s New Fundamentalism

While the full “Sustainability Report” report is 250 pages, an executive summary was prepared for quick reading. It goes into the origins of “Sustainability” with the 1987 Brundtland United Nation’s “Our Common Future” global elite event, and the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio De Janeiro, and its ties to the United Nations and how higher education was strategically involved by key college Presidents like former Columbia connected ASU President Michael Crow. John Kerry’s role in this Globalist Environmental scheme is introduced on page 59. —— ——https://www.nas.org/reports/sustainability-higher-educations-new-fundamentalism

• Sustainability: Higher Education’s New Fundamentalism https://www.nas.org/reports/sustainability-higher-educations-new-fundamentalism---Read on Page 32 “Where Did Sustainability Come From”. —explains the scheme was hatched by global elites via the United Nations
• Page 38 states that the nation’s first “Sustainability” schools opened at ASU in 2006 via the Julie Ann Wrigley Global Institute of Sustainability. The first dean Christopher Boone was an expert in Urban Infrastructure and “Environmental Justice"
• Page 42 - 44 mentions Northern Arizona University (NAU) as one of the key programs back in the 1990’s and became a benchmark for colleges around the country
• Page 54 mentions using the United Nations via UNESCO in 2005 - 2014 to indoctrinate K-12 children with “lessons” on global warming, disaster risk, diversity, gender equality, health, peace, water, biodiversity in countries around the world
• Page 59 - 62 goes deeper into John Kerry's, former Secretary of State, role in the 1992 Earth Summit and the Climate Change agenda, how Agenda 21 was adopted and how the International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI) is used to bring this United Nations “Sustainability” plot into states and local communities like Arizona. ASU’s President Michael Crow is
highlighted as well for his “contribution” to the “Sustainability” agenda. — There is a much larger backstory that explains the direct influence and direction of the Trilateral Commission and the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) in the “Global Warming” scheme.

- Page 63 discusses how the Presidents’ Climate Commitment came into existence and specifically mentions ASU and Michael Crow (Page 61) was one of the first 12 signatories on the American College and University Presidents’ Climate Commitment (ACUPCC)
- Page 79 explains the Brundtland United Nations 1987 “Our Common Future” report which branded the idea of selling the Climate Change hoax as “Sustainability”
- Page 183 discusses the Malthusian concept of overpopulation laying the groundwork for reducing humans on the planet
- Page 86 explains how “Sustainability” also began to use the “Social Justice” narrative to further the brainwashing of Eco-Tyrant Marxists in order to accept concepts like the New Green Deal
- Page 207 explains how “Environmental Justice” got tagged along with all the other Social Justice/Socialism narratives targeting young people
- **Page 242 was written by Dr. William Happer, President Trump’s likely pick for his Climate Committee**

Former Secretary of State John Kerry, a member of both the Trilateral Commission and Council of Foreign Relations (CFR), has been intimately involved in pushing the Green Economy from its humble origins. [https://www.climatechangenews.com/tag/john-kerry/page/2/](https://www.climatechangenews.com/tag/john-kerry/page/2/)

In fact, Appendix III on pages 239-243 of the “Sustainability” report linked above is written by Dr. William Happer, the Director of the Office of Energy Research at the U.S. Department of Energy. Dr. Happer has been named as a possible pick to head up President Trump’s new **Committee on Climate Change.**
In Appendix III of the “Sustainability” report on page 242 Dr. Happer mentions the Club of Rome. ---https://www.technocracy.news/busted-club-of-rome-reveals-global-elites-gushing-support-for-green-new-deal/

Here is an article about Dr. Happer and reference to the Eco-Marxist UN plot: dr_happer_will_set_them_free.html

A massive coalition of environmental organizations, activists, and think-tank leaders signed a letter to President Donald Trump supporting the proposed Presidential Commission on Climate Security (PCCS), as well as the work of Trump climate and national security adviser Dr. William Happer of Princeton University. The campaign, which comes amid fierce establishment resistance to re-examining government “climate science,” also backs an independent scientific review of the increasingly dubious claims made in federal climate reports. Analysts say this battle will be crucial in establishing the credibility of government climate science — or the lack thereof.

• https://www.thenewamerican.com/tech/environment/item/31791-massive-coalition-backs-trump-s-climate-science-committee

• https://www.technocracy.news/massive-coalition-backs-trumps-climate-science-committee/

The "Global Cooling/Global Warming/Climate Change" Hoax is beginning to be exposed, and the Left, Globalists, and the Deep State are in a panic. Dr. Bell’s article "In Their Own Words: Climate Alarmists Debunk Their 'Science’” concludes by stating emphatically, “It is way past time to realize that none of this is really about protecting the planet from man-made climate change. It never was.”

https://www.forbes.com/sites/larrybell/2013/02/05/in-their-own-words-climate-alarmists-debunk-their-science/#348e0b8b68a3

Event Brazil's new President Ernesto Araujo and his foreign minister believes climate change is a Marxist plot. https://www.cnsnews.com/blog/michael-w-chapman/brazils-new-top-diplomat-climate-change-marxist-hoax
Australia’s Prime Minister’s top business advisor says, “Climate Change is a UN Hoax”: https://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-32639813

Even state legislators have passed state statues banning the Globalist UN Agenda 21 scheme. Alabama was the first state to adopt the first official ban on the UN Agenda 21 plot. Arizona passed legislation through the Senate, but not the House so it is on record in Arizona as a legitimate issue of concern. Tennessee passed it in a landslide a few years ago: https://www.thenewamerican.com/tech/environment/item/11120-tennessee-passes-resolution-slamming-“socialist”—un-agenda-21

More states and counties are now opposing the UN Agenda 21 “Sustainable Development” and Smart Growth scheme. http://www.wpaag.org/Agenda%2021-States%20with%20resolutions%20opposing%20Agenda%2021.htm

Here is a video by Rosa Koire, author of Agenda 21: Behind the Green Mask, explaining how the UN Agenda 2030 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) get implemented locally (Agenda 21) by organizations like ICLEI and other globally connected city/regional planning organizations: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TETtL-vq2bg

Despite the science behind the United Nations Globalist “Climate Change” hoax falling apart and the fraud being exposed to the American people, ASU is still marching forward working to implement the UN Agenda 2030 and Agenda 21 on a local level via “Smart City”, “Smart Grid”, and other technology and infrastructure projects.

• https://www.technocracy.news/new-smart-region-scheme-is-regionalism-to-dictate-smart-city-makeovers/

ASU as the nation’s #1 Sustainability school has, in fact, been renamed by Michael Crow as “The New American University” to
acknowledge its full commitment to the UN Globalist Agenda 2030. ASU’s President Michael Crow even wrote a book about it. https://sustainability.asu.edu. Here is a link to the 17 Sustainability categories: https://sustainability.asu.edu/sustainable-development-goals/

ASU’s website evidencing the commitment to implement President Obama’s Climate Agenda by using 100 cities across the country to force cities to comply with the Globalist UN plan for “Sustainable” cities …which means technologically controlled “Smart Cities” with citizens using less of energy, water, food, land, transportation, consumer products, healthcare, etc. ….just as the New Green Deal lays out is concerning. Here is ASU’s New “Smart City” scheme laid out:


ASU and Thunderbird Global state they have been working with the mayor of Los Angelas to align the city with the UN Agenda 2030 Sustainability Development Goals. Note the mention the emphasis of corporations being expected to adopt a “Triple Bottom Line”, or in other words to include a Climate/Environment/Social Justice business tax or expense line item and how a Social Credit Score would apply for corporations, as it does for citizens in China and soon global citizens elsewhere. https://asunow.asu.edu/20180822-global-engagement-asu-and-thunderbird-help-improve-los-angeles

The New College Model: Sustainability and the UN Eco-Marxist Plan

In another National Association of Scholars (NAS) report that explains the “New College” model---page 27 explains what “Sustainability” really is and how it is intended to shift students’ belief systems. The forward of this report was written by Bill Bennett, the former US
Secretary of Education under Reagan. What’s important to know is that “Sustainability” is not environmentalism, but it uses environmental themes as its springboard towards its ultimate Globalist New Green Deal political and economic model.

- [https://www.nas.org/images/documents/NAS_evidenceOfThingsUnnoticed.pdf](https://www.nas.org/images/documents/NAS_evidenceOfThingsUnnoticed.pdf) — “Sustainability” as understood by its promoters actually has three parts: environmentalism, anti-capitalism, and progressive notions of “social justice,” e.g., anti-colonialism, multiculturalism, and feminism. It is indeed a save-the-world doctrine, but the salvation is to be achieved by dismantling the fossil fuel world economy, limiting private property rights, dramatically increasing government regulation and discretionary authority, redefining what counts as “public resources,” redistributing wealth on a global basis, emphasizing racial differences, and empowering women. Sustainability, like most social movements, presents different faces to different audiences. To some it may mean recycling plastics and papers and buying a Prius for family transportation. But on campus the sustainability movement has harder edges....